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BannerS and FlagS
With lack of emotions
They don’t even care
Chosen in panic
We just vote them in there
Fortress of power
A million waiting eyes
Foolish and brave
The agenda of swine
 
Masses are gathering and go to the square
With banners and flags waving high in the air
Symbols and messages for the leaders of ours
They’re stupid and petty, unworthy all power
 
Manipulation and caught in a lie
Paying for silence
So they keep on denying
Selfish, respectless they harvested all
Leave us with nothing
And just watch our fall
 
Masses are gathering and go to the square
With banners and flags waving high in the air
Symbols and messages for the leaders of ours
They’re stupid, unworthy all power
 
Masses are gathering
With banners and flags
Symbols and messages
Unworthy all power
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The WaiTing iS Over
Now the evil is over
Our weapons are down and our shields are gone
Now the night is over
Daybreak for the rising sun
We really need this daybreak
For the day that will be ours
We see tomorrows history
So just check your weapons
Save a prayer
 
Now the waiting is over
The dawn shines dark and bright
We leave this dark together
We leave this empty night
Head against the pillow
With eyes that will not close
Of all those dreams we once had
This is the one
 
Now the night is over
Dawn cracks on it like this broken shield
Now the waiting is over
As we walk in silence at those empty fields
Beneath the ghost of history
We feel a taste deep inside
There comes a time in our lives
Where we put ourselves
Into the hands of the gods
 
Now the waiting is over
The dawn shines dark and bright
We leave this dark together
We leave this empty night
Head against the pillow
With eyes that will not close
Of all those dreams we once had
This is the one
 
Now the waiting is over
All our weapons are down
Now the evil is over
All our shields are gone
 
And as the sun rises
We were able to watch each other’s faces
All the traces of frustration
With all the sweat and all the blood
We came out of nowhere with nothing
And now we can put our weapons down
And smile in the face of our own history
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SeduCTiOn
Now I see the hate in your eyes
So full of greed, sweetness and lies
Blinded by your sweet seduction
I followed your evil minded soul
 
I don’t know why I’m so fucking cold
I don’t know why it hurts me
I know that I’m bleeding as you touch my flesh
In a sacred moment of lust
 
Female poison - sweet seduction
Male aggression - blind temptation
 
I don’t know why you’re spitting in my face
I don’t know why you’re causing me pain
I know that you’re bleeding as I take revenge
In a sacred moment of lust
 
Female poison - sweet seduction
Male aggression - blind temptation
 
Lecherous - desire of man
I know a game that we can play...
Pleasurous - desire of man
Let me change your world while you look the other way!
Lecherous - desire of man
Do you like the game we’re going to play?
Pleasurous - desire of man
Lecherous - desire of man
Seduction...
Desire!!!
 
I don’t know why I’m so fucking cold
I don’t know why it hurts me
I know that I’m bleeding as you touch my flesh
In a sacred moment of lust
 
Female poison - sweet seduction
Male aggression - blind temptation
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rOOT in ParadiSe
In between our different worlds
A quiet space of selfish self-defense
I see the dishonesty
Not like the gods we’re waiting for
We are the sinners who they blame
 
Have you seen the flesh that rots in paradise?
Dissolving all organic human waste
Have you seen a world that needs salvation?
When life is wasted, God’s act seems grotesque
 
A savior born
Parthenogenesis
What did they do?
They nailed him to a cross
Martyr
It don’t make sense
 
Think for yourself
Be all yourself
Choose for yourself
Believe in yourself
 
Have you seen the flesh that rots in paradise?
Dissolving all organic human waste
Have you seen a world that needs salvation?
When life is wasted, God’s act seems grotesque
 
Seven deadly sins
Seven ways to win
Condemning what they can’t control
From cradle to grave
From soul to soul
 
Have you seen the flesh that rots in paradise?
Dissolving all organic human waste
Have you seen a world that needs salvation?
When life is wasted, God’s act seems grotesque
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ChaOS iS BeauTiFul
Embraced with chaos
It’s just so beautiful
We cannot see the tide that just have turned
We say it’s okay, there’s nothing wrong here
Amazed surprised we laugh at the ark that sinks
 
It feels so damn good
It’s just so beautiful
We build our temple well that separates us
From what?, I ask
When nothing’s wrong here
We feel so safe in the wake of the gold rush
 
Now it just ends
In chaos!
The beauty just ends
In chaos!
 
A maze of chaos
It’s just so beautiful
We blind ourselves with all our comfort lies
We think it’s okay, there’s nothing wrong here
Curled up safe and warm as the ocean rise
 
The sun is rising
It’s just so beautiful
We feel the heat that rise to melt the ice
The tide is coming, still nothing’s wrong here
Rolling and splashing in to wash it all away
 
Now it just ends
In chaos!
The beauty just ends
In chaos!
Now it just ends
In chaos!
The beauty just ends
In chaos!
 
Chaos is beautiful…
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dying naTiOn
Smell the smoke
Of scorching flesh
Obliteration
Of a dying nation
 
People screaming
Fear of dying
Radiation
Infects this nation
 
Six string slaughter
World disorder
Confrontation
In a dying nation
 
War is over
Nothing’s left
Sick religion
Killed this nation
 
They just read a book and think they got the right
To take a fucking life
And doing it with pride
They would start a war
To serve their “only god”
Religion is a plague
A sickness that destroys
 
Killing population
Reducing opposition
Serving their religion
Of a dying nation
 
Behead their fucking souls
In paradise they’ll rot
Nail them to a cross
Beside their “only god”
Vengeance for the once
They all have killed in vain
‘Cause all of them had faces
And all of them had names
 
Killing population
Reducing opposition
Serving their religion
Of a dying nation
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